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Peace : How can we be throughout Europe the voice of the resistance and hope of
peoples in order to stop the rule of austerity and the financial markets, and build the way
for a space of cooperation based on solidarity, political and social democracy, progress
and social justice, economic and environmental development, peace and disarmament?
The worst kind of boarder-line is in people’s heads, opposing nations against each others.

The twelve ESAN  themes for  the 2014 European elections:

Peace / Defence  and Security / Economy, the Euro and the Monetary Union / European Social  Basis and 
minimum income / R & D / Employment / Human Rights / Environment and Energy / Living together / 
Teaching & popular education /  International / Role of the European Parliament…

Defence and Security: do we need an independent European defence system with a
permanent European general staff ? Or should we take into account the constant cuts in
European budgets, and share the opinion that, when the basic needs of a population are
more and more difficult to meet, a policy aiming at maintaining or reinforcing the military
power can only belong to potential dictators who need this power to contain legitimate
popular revolts!

Another idea concerning R & D and industrial applications: as shown by the USA, you
cannot easily separate civilian and military aims. For example, a range of satellites or
drones can work for weather specialists, urban planners, farmers, or… the military.

Can military investments create civilian jobs?

Economy, the Euro and the Monetary Union: if the economic and monetary union is to
have a social dimension, we must have a better evaluation of the main problems: this could
go with a reinforcement of the coordination of social and employment policies. The
recommendation concerning the “guarantee for the young” and the agreement on the
initiative for the employment of young people, with a 6 billion euros budget, are examples
of collective actions to solve a problem which is hitting in a disproportionate fashion some
parts of the economic and monetary Union.

For three months we’ve been setting the scene…

Each month two pages show the ideas which travel around Europe at the moment, plus two pages 

of stories… in order to provoke reactions, and a response from our readers… we invite them to 

go and vote at the 2014 European elections. All these ideas are important because, when they are 

taken by our Euro MPs to the parliament, they become laws.

Did you know it :

European citizen initiative?

The European citizen initiative is
the very first process of
participative democracy on an
international scale. With a million
signatures, citizens can be heard
by the European Parliament and
propose an idea for the agenda of
the European Commission,they can
even propose a project for a
European regulation.

From: www.europesolidaire.eu/... Commission européenne…… www.lemonde.fr…

Unie dans la diversité

ESAN-NEWS is designed for communication amongst our members. The streamlined format facilitates widespread 
distribution – whilst the many links featured give the reader access to ESAN aisbl’s site and digital platform.
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Role of the European Parliament: 

FOR A POSITIVE  ECONOMY- Jacques Attali’s workgroup (extracts)

The positive economy is an acceptable way out of the present societal nightmare.

It needs a  re-location  of  companies  and  people   with  wealth  in a unified and  pacified  economic  
system  on a  global  scale,  where  the   “sacred” principle  of competition,  meaning  in fact  the  rule 
of  the  strongest,  is  replaced  by  shared  management  where   everyone  contributes  to the   
common good  according  to  his/her  abilities. 

Unfortunately  altruism  has only  fifty  tears  at most  to show  its  possibilities  in a  positive  
economy   and  to  operate  the  great  turning point  which  is greatly needed.

Human Rights : Harmonize social rights to the highest standards: let us start with a
minimum income for all, a social protection and rights for women.

“If we want society to go forward, with sustainable development, social justice and
economic growth, we must give women the place which is theirs by right”, says
Jacqueline Franjou, Women’s Forum for the Economy and Society president.

Living together : Defend and promote European public services:

- industrial and commercial services geared to the management of common goods: water,
agricultural and food productions, energetic resources.

-administrative services geared to the production of technical services:
telecommunications, transport, meteorological and spatial activity, many sectors of
scientific research, medical care services.

Administrative services organise a cooperation between national and international public
authorities in many fields: security (fight against drug dealing, mafia activity, terrorism, fight
against ordinary crimes), looking for economies of scale, …

Teaching and popular education : to answer the wishes of people, Europe must be
understandable for all: we must develop exchanges for students and trainees, open for all,
teach two European languages and the history of Europe. We must develop and reinforce,
without a minimum age-requirement, specific programmes offering cross-over actions with
empowering social policies, and alternative educative options. Informal education must be
used by social workers, just like all innovative methods.

Environment and Energy : Develop renewable energies.

The development of towns and infrastructures, the over-exploitation of resources,
pollutions of all kinds, the introduction of exotic species in ecosystems, all are dangerous for
the biodiversity. In fact, all over Europe, 42% of mammals, 15% of birds, 52% of river fish are
endangered. Besides, 1,000 plant varieties are in danger or disappearing. To protect the
biodiversity and prevent the disappearance of animal and vegetal species, the EU created a
large network of protected sites, Natura 2000, and considers the protection of biodiversity
to be one of the major objectives of its sixth environmental programme.

Employment, poverty and exclusion: Europe must defend our jobs, our small businesses, 
avoid relocations, unfair competition between Union countries, and must tax imported 
products which do not respect our social, environmental, or agricultural standards.

European social base and minimum income: a  European social  protection to reduce  
inequalities through a  fair  distribution of  riches  (minimum income  for all  and limited  income  for  
the  wealthy)

R & D: faced with competition from the USA and Japan, the European Union must work to 
pool all the know-how of its member states and develop its creativity, without forgetting 
the important national abilities. We need a real European industrial policy, based on 
innovation. Knowledge and science must be European priorities, a large budget must be set 
aside specifically to develop new patents.

International : coordinate diplomatic efforts to have one European voice.
Europe must act in solidarity with peoples of the world, and defend the rights of 
oppressed peoples.

From: www.europesolidaire.eu/... Commission européenne… www.lemonde.fr…
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WORLD CONVENTION ON JUVENILE JUSTICE, GENEVA, Switzerland, 
January 26 to 30, 2015 
Switzerland and the « Terre des hommes » foundation are announcing 

this common convention  at the International convention centre, Geneva .

It will be the first world convention on juvenile justice, organised mainly 

for States, international organisations and  civil society.

This world convention has three objectives :

i) Reaffirm and reinforce the implementation of standards concerning juvenile justice.

ii) Create a forum for the exchange of good practices.

iii) Improve international long-term cooperation in this field .

A few questions for the convention:

What are the conditions for real efficient alternatives to minors’ detention?  What exactly is 

a good restorative justice? How can reinsertion work? How to avoid re-offending? How 

can we combine repression and education? How can we prevent the institutional violence to 

children who are under legal procedures? How can we improve the data collection, the 

long-term treatment of individual cases, and the statistic systems concerning juvenile 

delinquency?

How can we meet the popular demand for ” always more repression for children who do 

not respect the law”?                 

http://www.tdh.ch/fr/news/congres-mondial-justice-juvenile

Point of view on Europe by Carlos Taleço …February  4 
The EU countries believe that they are equal and that there is a solidarity

between the 27 countries, which in fact means that the richest countries must

help the economy of the poorest ones, not exploit them and make them poorer,

as it is happening at the moment with Portugal and Greece, without

mentioning other southern countries like Spain or Italy.

The rich countries of Europe, in particular Germany and the UK, must not get richer and

develop their economy by recruiting young graduates coming from the poor countries.

These young people are highly skilled because the educational systems of their countries

are very selective.

We can also say that the destruction  of the social fabric is so intricate that the school 

system is losing in quality through a lack of vocabulary, verbs, in the fields of research 

and of social help which allows young people to benefit from educational services. If you 

find it hard to believe, ladies and gentlemen, read news and statistics from Portugal.

We want a Europe where all the organisations will help, with important financial 

means, to develop real social projects: private solidarity institutions, NGOs, 

organisations working for social equality, integration and the reduction of poverty, all 

doing the job of a State whose action is less and less social.

]

We must stop with what is ruining welfare and developing poverty in the countries of 

Europe which have economic problems, and in particular in Portugal.
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Social protection, Citizenship and social work: 

Today, the economic and financial crisis is hitting twice the most vulnerable people

in society:

On one side people in a difficult position on the work market. They are the first

victims of the recession, their life conditions are getting worse: young people, migrants

and workers with little qualification often work with temporary jobs and are first hit

when unemployment increases. These persons have also high risks of being indebted,

insolvent, and of losing their homes, access to social security and health care,

education and training opportunities.

Social policies are today indispensable to help these people on a daily basis .

On the other side, austerity measures accepted by the European countries hit by the

crisis in order to balance their budget in fact bring restrictions in social benefits. On

the whole, most hit by the restrictions are pensions, health care insurances and

employment. These measures endanger more those in society, such as young people,

women, old people, handicapped people, who are already in dangerous situations,

and in particular those living in the streets.

The exclusion of the young is one of the major social challenges. In 2013, one young

active person out of five in Europe is jobless. This is a real danger for the future of our

social protection systems.

Beyond the cost of unemployment for society, this situation can have serious

consequences for young people: loss of self consideration, loss of ambition, and a late

access to an independent active life.
Dynamo-international

From Lilian Alemagna’s article in Libération, Paris, January 14, 2014

When politicians meet high school students, Bondy, 

Seine St Denis, France
Reporter: Christian Caron

Claude Bartelone, President of the French Parliament, and Martin Schulz, 

European Parliament President met fifty high school students in Bondy. 

“How many of  you feel European?” , the two politicians ask: less than ten students answer.

Martin Schulz tells the students that he defended the EU budget against the will of the majority 

of the member states.

He also criticizes Heads of States and Governments: “When we succeed, it’s thanks to them, 

when we fail, it’s because of Brussels technocrats!”.

The students ask the questions they prepared: “What does the EU finance in the Seine St 

Denis? What opportunities for training courses in sustainable energies? What is the power of 

the Parliament? We don’t have a clear picture of Europe », another student says.

Claude Bartelone and  Martin Schulz go back to basics: peace, end of German-French fighting, 

is it a real dialogue?

At the end of the session, the students are asked again about their feeling concerning Europe: 

still not many answers. A girl has the right question:” How can we feel European he we 

have never met Europe?”
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